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abstract 

It has been widely acclaimed and verified that a fussy controller can achieve a better performance, 
e.g. a shorter rise-time and a smaller overshoot, over conventional linear controllers, such a linear PD 
controller. Generally speakiing, a fussy controller considering the error and the change rate of e m r  of the 
output variable can be regarded as a nonlinear PD controller. It is our intention in t h i  paper to show 
that the PD-type fussy controller ia deficient in rtructure and can be improved by incorporating the third 
factor, the rummation of &e output e m W .  The proporcd PID-type fussy controller is capable of achitving 
scro rteady-rtate error with very little overshoot for different reference points, which t a very difficult task 
for a fixed PD-type fussy controllerr. Several examples are shown to illustrate the weaknwa of the PD-type 
fussy controllers and the improvementr by adding the term of summation-of-errors in the premise of the 
rule-base. 

1 Introduction 

Many successful applications of fussy control, especially in the procar control areas[6,7,8], have been 
reported since Mamdani'r first steam engine control in 1974[5]. In particular, a number of commercial 
implementations by Japan, e.g. the detection of the load and the control of the washing cycle of a washing 
machine, the focudng of the video camera, etc, have caught the eyes of the world in recent years. 

The basic idea of fussy control is to make UK of the knowledge and experience from the experts to form 
a rule-baac with linguistic +&en ruler. Then proper control actions are provided by the r u l a b w  which 
can be considered as an emulation of the behavior of the human operators. In the premise of the rule-base, 
the error and the change r a t e  of error are usually adopted. Ying et al.[9] has rhown that such a PD- 
type fussy controller t actually very similar to a linear PD controller. Buckley and Ying[l,2] also showed 
a limit theorem for linear fussy control r u b  stating that the defuuified output of a fussy controller is 
approximately the same as a PD controller h r  sufficiently large number ofrulu. However, a very important 
topic which has not been fully discussed in the likratura is the reason why a fussy controller can perform 
so well in the industrial applications. 

We believe that the anrwer lies in the fact that a fussy controller is, almost without exceptions, designed 
and constructed to handle a specific rituation for a specific system, i.e. it is often denigned for a p r e  
determined reference point. However, as we ohall ahow in Kction 2, such PD-type fussy controllers have 
ditliculties in reducing its output steady-rtate errors for different reference point8 as in the c w  of the 
linear PD controllers. We shall then show that the probkm can be satisfactorily rolved by including the 
rummation of error# in the premise of the rule-base. 

The organisation of the paper is as follows. The baric structure and operations of a fussy controller are 
introduced in section 2. The problem of a PD-type as well as a PI-type fussy controllers are dmuased in 
section 3. The propored PID-type fussy controller is described in section 4 with examples to demonstrate 
itr capability of solving the problem of the steady-rtate errors and the overshoots in its transient raponre. 
Finally, the conclusions are summarised in the last Kction. 
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2 Format and Operations of Fuzzy Control 

An introduction to fuasy control will be given in the following to ahow the general structure of the fussy 
control systems. To simplii the notation, we shall dkcuss a r u l u b w  with only two rulea and each rule 
has only two state variables, E and CE, and one action variabk U such as: 

if E is AI, and CE i. 81, then U is U1 
if E is A,, and CE is Ba, then U is U, 

where Ai, Bi, and Ui are linguistic t e r m  such as POriiitre Smallor Negative Large. (As a matter offact, the 
state variabla are usually corresponding to the error and the change raie of errorof the output variable.) 
It can be w i l y  extended to systems with more rtate and action variabkr. The baric operating procedures 
of a fussy controller can be summuired as: 

Fmzzifieaiion 

Suppose that the premise part of the control ruler takes inputs from the sensor resdigs which are usually 
real numbers. These real-valued mensor mearurcments, e.g. zl0 and zao, are matched to their corresponding 
fussy variables by finding the matching membership values, such as: 

ELug Reoroning 

For all the control rules in the rule base, we derive the truth valucs(or rirengih) of cach rule in the premise 
by forming the conjunctions of the matching membership valuee: 

P1 = P&(ZlO) A /'Br(Z2') (rule - 1) (2) 

h = P A , ( O I ~ )  A PB, (Z~' )  (rule - 2) (3) 

The output of each control rule from itr action part is represented by the fussy seta and Ci and is 
calculated by: 

C: = plCl(u) = p1 x s(u) 
Ci = p&a(u) = pa x Ca(u) 

(rule - 1) 

(rule - 2) 
(4) 

(5) 

e = c; uc; (6) 

Then the combined result of the inferences formm a fussy set C as: 

where the U operation is generally the "IMX" function. 

Dej%zz$caiwn Procedure 

The purpose of the dcfussiiication process is to transform the output of the inferences, which is a fussy 
set, to a real number so that it could be used to control a process, i.e. r e  need to find a real number 
to represent a fuasy set. Many algorithm were p r o p d  and the most conunonly adopted method(cal1ed 
the Center-of-Area operator) is to find the value corresponding to  the center of area of the membership 
function of C' IU follows: 

. 

where U' is the real-valued output. 

3 Deficiencies of PD-type and PI-type Fuzzy Controllers 

Most of the applications of fussy control d o p t  the error and the change rate of error of the output in 
the premise of the rule-bare as shown in section 2. It has also been proved that such a fussy controller is 
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approximately equal to a linear PD controller for rufficiently large number of ruler. Although we usually 
find that a fussy controller is capable of handling difficult control problem, it DOES behave similarly to 
a linear PD controller in general. 

It is well-known from the textbooltr[3,4] that a linear PD controller hM the propertiu of being: 

0 more stable, and with 

0 larger steady-state error. 

While a linear PI controller ir likely to be: 

le- rtable, less damped and with 

sero steady-state error. 

Theoretically, a linear PD controller can only achieve a very a m a l l  steady-state error and can not achieve 
a sero rteady-atate M the PI controller doer. The eane phenomenon can also be obnerved in the fussy 
controllerr (U ahown in the followingr. 

For a wcond-order plant &(a) = *, a PD-type and a PI-type fuasy controllerr were imple- 
mented for the reference point of r = 1 L d i h e i r  nrpoluu are shown in Figure 1. We can KC that the 
PD-type rerponre ha# a larger steady-state error of 0.0612 than the PI-type ruponse’r 0.004 and the PI- 
type ruponre ir l u s  damped with an overshoot of 0.3153. For a different reference point, e.g. r = 2, the 
output rerponrer maintain rimilar characteristiu except with larger rtcady-rtate errom(0.1042 for PD-type 
and 0.0061 for PI-type) and ovemhoot(0.7864 for PI-type) rerpectively M shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Output of PDFC and PIFC for r = 1 Figure 2: Output of PDFC and PIFC for r = 2 

Therefore, it b clear that a PD-type (or PI-type) furry controller will perform well only around the 
reference point where it in derigned for. In mort industrial applications, a fusay controller ir usually 
derigned for a rpecific task and ita inflexibility to adapt to different reference pointr d o u  not degrade itr 
functionality much. However, for rome other CWI where different reference pointr are required, it would 
be better if a furry controller can b o  be employed ruccusfully and that is the topic we will ~ W U M  in the 
next section. 

4 PID-type Fuzzy Controllers 

In conventional control theory, a PID controller ir used to take the advantya  of both PD and PI controllerr 
and to avoid their rhortcomingr[3,4]. It in hence natural to relate the solution to the field of fussy control. 
The rtudy of the behavior of the PID-type furry controller which use the inforination of the error, the 
cbonge rote of error, and the rummotion of error. in the premise of the rule-bare, confirm our rpeculation 
of a similar nrult to the linear PID controller. 



For the second-order trander function GI(#) ~ c u s r c d  in section 2, a PID-type furry controller 
constructed and tested with the reference points r = 1 and r = 2. The results uc shown in Figure 3 with 
a steady- state error of 0.0034 and an overshoot of 0.0222 for r = 1, and in Figure 4 with a steady-state 
error of 0.0082 and an overshoot of 0.1670 for r = 2. 

I=Q 
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Figure 3: Output of PIDFC for r = 1 
h * . p ( l m l h r p )  

Figure 4 Output of PIDFC for r = 2 

Comparing with Figure 1 and Figure 2, the PID-type fusry controller demomtrak a much better 
performance in t e r m  of the oveahootr and the steady-state errors. It is therefore our sugeertion that a 
fussy controller rhould be derigned baaed on the structure with the third factor, i.e. the summation of 
errors, included. 

Moreover, several more exampIes were tested to further verify the afore-mentioned results with: 

r=l 
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tima aap(l m l h W  

Figure 5: Output of PIDFC for Ga(8) 
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Figure 6: Output of PIDFC for Gs(s) 

5 Conclusions 

The PD-type fussy controller b the m a t  commonly seen format in the area of fussy control. However, 
it baa been shown to have similarities to the l i e u  PD UK and will have a larger steady-rtate error for 
reference points other than the one which is designed for. Following the conventional solution to such a 
problem, i.e. the PID controller, it will be beneficial to include the rummotion of error8 in the premise of 
the rulc-bmc to form the so called PID-type furry controllers. Our simulation rerults show that a PIDtype 
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tlmccop(lml/*W h e s I q ( l m l / s l e p )  

Figure 7: Output of PIDFC for C4(8) Figure 8: Output of PIDFC for Gti(8) 

fussy controller is able to achieve a very smal l  steady-state error and overshoot for different reference points 
for a number of different system. 
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